Spartans drop series to Bulldogs
Fresno scores 34 runs in three-game sweep of baseball team

Student’s life is for the birds
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Vasconcellos to look at parking fee raise
By Mike Lewis
Daily staff writer
In a brief, hurried meeting. Assemblyman John Vasconcellos,
San Jose. met with student leaders
Monday to discuss the parking fee
increase and other problems facing
the students at SJSU.
Vasconcellos listened while Terry
Students
Associated
McCarthy.
vice-president and president-elect,
briefly outlined student concerns including Spartan City. the Rec Center, child care and parking. After the
meeting, the state assemblyman
commented on the seriousness of the
issues.
"It sounds like you have some
major problems." Vasconcellos
said. "We are going to he looking
into the information we received
today."
The meeting was highlighted by a
presentation of a petition with more
than 7.600 signatures of students,
staff and faculty protesting the parking fee increase. Although the presentation took less then five minutes.
sponsors of the parking fee protest

Author examines illiteracy
By Dani Parkin
Daily staff writer
Author Jonathan Kozol spoke
Monday to SJSU students and
faculty in the Student Union
about the "devastating illiteracy
problem" in the United States.
"We condemn the Soviet
Union for censorship. hut there is
no censorship so absolute as illiteracy," Kozol said. "One-third
of the adult population of the
,U.S. cannot read or understand
the editorial content of a daily
newspaper.’
Kozol was introduced by Assemblyman John Vasconcellos,
petition feel that a major advance
was made in the crusade against
higher parking fees at SJSU.
Elisa Mabra-Holmes, director of
operations manager at the Spartan
Bookstore and organizer of the petition, feels the meeting was a sue-

SJSU officials
control media
of Rec Center
13) .leff Elder
Daily staff writer

This semester’s Spartan Daily
coverage has been "like a crusade to
get students agitated over the Rec
Center. Student Union Director
Ron Barrett told the Daily in a phone
call Thursday.
"I don’t see a lot of people following along." he said. "I don’t see
letters to the editor, and, frankly. I
don’t think you have much student
support."
The Daily has printed seven letters
from students to date this semester
criticizing the handling of the Rec
Center.
On March 16 and 17, 1.672 students, or more than 87 percent of
those voting, voted to give the California State University. Board of
Trustees "no confidence" for their
handling of the Rec Center.
Judy Herman. Student Union public relations director. said Friday that
the fact that the Rec Center is reportedly $8.5 million over budget and a
year and a half behind schedule is "a
terrible, shameful thing.
"SUREC needs all the positive
messages it can get at this point,"
Hernian said.
This is not the first time Rec Center supporters have attempted to
make their media image positive.
From the very beginning of the
project in 1981. President Gail Fullerton and other SJSU administrators
have attempted to control media coverage of the Rec Center.
On June 26. 1981, Associated
Students President Tony Robinson
wrote to a Spartan Foundation board
member. " r. Fullerton is very con -

cess.
"I’m very pleased with the petition drive and the presentation ss ith
Vasconcellos. Everyone who helped
in this drive should he thanked.’ she
said.
After the presentation. Vasconcel-

Ron Green

Daily staff photographer

Leigh Kirmsee. A.S. director of California state affairs -elect, talks to
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos about the parking fee problem.

The master and the student

’I don’t see a lot of
people following
along. I don’t see
letters to the editor
and I don’t think you
have much student
support.’
Ron

Barrett,

Student Union director
cemed with the project being released to the press before its time.
She wants conversation to he kept to
a minimum
Robert Bronzan. the project’s initial consultant. wrote on Aug. 6.
1981. more than a month before the
student body would first learn of the
project. that "promotion of the student referendum will require several
weeks if preparation.’’
Each step of the project should he
orchestrated, Bronzan said.
This was the first of many times
Rec Center supporters would promote the project before students
voted on whether they wanted it or
not.
1981. Robinson
On Aug. 11
wrote to Fullerton about using connections with the Daily to attain positive publicity for the Rec Center.
Robinson wrote that one of his
colleagues "is a former reporter for
See MEDIA. back page

Graduate to lecture
on 1930s laborers
By Joe S. Kappia
Daily staff writer
Glenna Matthews, a graduate
of SJSU’s history department, returns to campus Wednesday to
give a public lecture on "Stein beck’s California Revisited: San
Jose Cannery Workers in the
1930s."
The lecture, which takes place
at 11:30 a.m, in the Student
Union Umunhum Room, is
hosted by the history department
and the sociology and women’s
studies programs through the
sponsorship of the California
Labor History Center at De Anza
College.
According to George Moore,
chairman of the history depart-

1)-San Jose. as "one of my few
heroes" for his reawakening of
America to the plight of the forgotten the homeless, the illiterate and the poor.
Kozol’s visit to the campus
was part of the SJSU Literacy
Workshop. The workshop was
sponsored by the English Department using State Lottery funds.
The thrust of Kozol’s speech
combined the realities of illiteracy and democracy.
"I don’t think a democracy can
survive when one-third of the
people can’t read." he said.
See AUTHOR, back page

los pi unused that i member of hi,
stall would look into the parking fee
issue.
The petition was sparked because
ot a decision by the California State
litii%ersity Board of Trustees to raise
the parking fee front $33.75 per semester to $81 per semester.
Vasconcellos was also presented
with information concerning the Rec
center cost overruns, child care, and
student -family housing.
Scott Strickland, administrant, e
assistant for the assemblyman.
claims his office has been workine
on some of the issues already.
"We’ve been working on the
Spartan City problem for over onc
and -a -half years and we have a bill
that we think will help the prob
lem." he said.
The bill, authored by Vasconcel
los’ office, clarifies the university’,
legal responsibilit to provide hints
ing for student -families. Before tlic
hill, universities were uncleai
whether they had the authority to
build low -rent housing for student Sot’ PETITION. back page

ment, these public lectures are
spread over various campuses and
are conducted throughout the semester.
Matthews returns to her alma
mater with "Just a Housewife."
a 281 -page newly released book
on the role of women in the domestic sector.
In 1969, she obtained her bachelor’s degree from the SJSU’s
history department and a doctorate degree from Stanford University in 1977. She has lectured at
Oklahoma State University.
"Just A Housewife: The Rise
and Fl of Domesticity in America" (New York: Oxford University Press. 1987) is about a party
See LECTURE, back page
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Master Daniel !termini, the national director of fencing for France,
came to SJSE courtesy of the uniy ersity ’s Fencing nub. Roam’

u,nar

pec,a1 to the Daily

showed the students a few techniques and positions which helped him
n in eight Ols in plc medals and two French Championships.

Lauded writer highlights reading
By Duni Parkin
Daily staff writer

Radio." Millicent had left him for
the eighth time.
The poem began with. "Didn’t
take good care (it you baby . ’ It
leads to "This butcher knife been in
Br, pocketbook since the setenth
Time just for those live fingers falling in your plate. And after he
Christopher Bursk, chops her fingers he ends with.
poet ’And didn’t I blow your mind this
time?’Didnt T.’ AndOooh. O000h.
(kxxxih. Baby! Baby
rattling lOr the corners Yesterday the
Bursk followed Nielsen. the miwolf took his tickets and raryThat
crophone transmitting his sometimes
thing that kept jumping in our business Raising and collapsed last emotionally choked voice to the auweek Its wife came iii the hog dience. Bursk praised the poetry
competition lOr publishing his work.
maws this morningNou it’s just you
’If we didn’t have competitions
and me/Caldonia. . "
like this, poets like us who aren’t
housed in publisher’s stables would
Also portrayed was the buried vionow here to go.’ Bursk said.
lence that his poetry allows to call art have
See POETRY . Inrck page
in his poem "Millicent’s AM

’If we didn’t have competitions like this,
poets who aren’t housed in publisher’s
stables would have nowhere to go.’

Poetry without rhyme. reeking of
the despair of a one-time outcast,
weaved stains of empathy through
the Memorial Chapel on Friday night
as Christopher Bursk read.
The Roberta Holloway Memorial
Poetry Reading featured poets Bursk
and Aldon Nielsen. Bursk was the
recipient of the 1987 Sweeney Cox
Prize in poetry awarded by the "found pttetry. " His found poem
SAG% Humanities and Arts Press was the instructions to working a
for his hook, "Places of Comfort. plastic frog with a rubber tongue that
Places of Justice.’’
he discovered in a Woolworth store.
Nielsen, an SJSU faculty memHe read his love poem. ’Caldonia
ber, began the reading with his col- Softens." as if he were caressing
lection of poems. "Heat Strings.** each word although his introduction
published in 1985.
was joking and awkward.
The poem begins "We’ve beaten
Dressed in a black T-shirt and
jacket. Nielsen read his poems rang- the ornery hours down between us
ing front deeply metaphysical to /Their gold teeth spill onto the floor

Nixon recommends pardons for Poindexter, North
President Reagan
WASHINGTON tAl’i
should pardon John M. Poindexter and Oliver L.
North if he believes they engineered the Iran -Contra deal to serve the presidency. according to former President Richard M. Nixotb
Nixon said Sunday that he regrets not absolving his own advisers for their role in the Watergate scandal.
The former president. who was driven from

on ice in 1974 by Watergate. said Reagan should
ask himself, "Did these two men do what they
did, believing, whether mistakenly or not, that
they had the approval of the president, or were
acting in order to serve his interests and would get
that approval’?
If the president. after considering that, believes that that was the case, then he. the president. would have a good vase for pardoning. he -

cause then the so-called crime would lack in
intent." Nixon said
Poindexter. the former national security adviser, and North. who served as a National Security Council aide, face charges of conspiring to di%ert proceeds of U S -Iran arms sales to the
Nicaraguan rebels at a time when Congress
banned military aid to the Contras.
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SJCC charges
tarnish image
recent allegations unveiled by a San Jose
II lercury News investigation turn out to be
even partially true, the administration of Sun
and its athletics departJose City College
has paid a true disservice
ment in particular
to its student-athletes and the state communit
college system in general.
In a three-part investigative report. the
:Mercury News detailed that an SJCC athletics
that
:department
may have violated
Editorial
The state code by recruiting illegally, using ineligible players and
used somewhat questionable practices n dealing with the education of its athletes.
To circumvent state regulations that are
supposed to assure student -athletes are taking
an adequate number of semester units to progress educationally. SJCC is alleged to have
encouraged its athletes to load up on not only
athletics courses, but other hand-picked
’courses that sometimes met at the same time.
Not surprisingly, much of the time the athletes
received A’s for their work or lack of it in
The specialized classes.
If these charges turn out to be true the
SJCC faculty senate has requested that the
Santa Clara County grand jury look into the
the college may have not only tarmatter
nished its recent sports accomplishments, but
has harmed its athletes by allowing them an unfair advantage at the community college level.
The cold manipulation of athletes has continually jaded major universities competing in
the National Collegiate Athletics Association.
:The horror stories of student -athletes being illegally recruited, handed passing grades and in
general being paid to compete are infamous.
The community college system of this state
was set up to help those attain an education
who otherwise could not afford one. As a sideline, the athletics programs were set up to help
those high school athletes who could not get the
big ticket scholarship to major schools to eventually make such a move after performing a
lower collegiate level.
These allegations are not only a slap against
SJCC’s athletics program, implying that its athletes cannot adequately compete against players from other schools that do follow the strict
academic guidelines set down by the state, they
show that college athletics, even at the community college level, are blown out of proportion.
Again, if these allegations turn out to be
true the college’s coaches and athletic director have denied the charges SJCC will have
tarnished its own image as a successful sports
program. and the reputations of its former and
current athletes.
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Letters to the Editor
Other steps save lives
hettittr.
Sa> ing that "55 Saves Lives"
may or may not be accurate. Over 50
percent of all traffic fatalities involve
alcohol. About the same time the
speed limit was reduced to 55 mph.
several other things were happening.
One, the laws governing motor vehicle use and the drinking of alcoholic
beverages have been tightened
across the country. Two, groups
such as Mothers Against Drunk
Driving have taken strong public
stands against the drunk driver.
Three. In efforts to save gas and domestic oil consumption millions of
smaller cars have been introduced in
the country. While a smaller car may
not offer as much protecticau in certain types of collisions, it does. however. offer increased maneuverability.
I just returned from the Mojave
last week via Interstate 5. That speed
limit has been increased to 65 mph.
Driving at 65 enabled me to reach
my destination sooner, reducing the
time I would have been cramped in a
small car and weary from a long trip.
I am sure the lesser time it took to
reach my destination contributed to
my safe journey. En route we passed
one accident. I don’t know the
cause. but it appeared one driver left
the roadway and crossed over into
oncoming traffic. If the driver was
sleepy or drinking I doubt any increase or decrease in speed would
have helped him/her. In this state ills
a privilege to operate a motor vehicle. It is the drivers duty to his/her
fellow motorist and pedestrians to
drive with the utmost responsibility
and respect. It is the driver’s responsibility to pull over when he/she is
tired, not to drive if he/she has been
drinking, to he aware of road and
weather conditions, and to "drive

ahead," watching for anything that
could lead to an accident. All this
means that the driver is to be like a
model citizen. cooperative, concerned, and committed to the safety
of his/her fellow citizen/driver.
Shootings that occur all of the time.
though only publicized every four or
five years are the results of selfish
people, who believe once in the
armor of their own machinery have
the right to drive as fast or slow or
obnoxious as they please without
any regard for others who have also
paid for the road useage.
Though I agree with Suzanne
DeLong that cities and other municipalities derive a large portion of income from speeding citations. I disagree that the law is meant to be
broken. When I drive to Santa Cruz
in good weather conditions. 1 find
that I can drive not more that 5 mph
above the posted limits before becoming a major fatality.
I think the police should monitor
safety rather than issue speeding citations. The most annoying thing
during rush hour is for all the traffic.
to slow and when you reach the hot
tleneck there is no accident or apparent reason for the slow except for the
lone police car on the side of the
road. State law says the proper speed
is that which is safe, yet it also sets
55 as the maximum speed limit on
most roadways. This discrepancy
between economics and safety need
to he resolved and must be resolved
before speed limits are arbitrarily
raised. I think speed limits, such as
on I-5 were raised, not because of
the advocates of a higher limit, but
because there are simply not enough
highway patrolmen to monitor the
fast stretches of freeway between
here and Southern California. To
sum up, safety has got to he the
number one factor in raising or lowering speed limits and in the end.
saving lives.
JefTerey Bullard
Junior
English

Apathetics

anonymous

Editor.
This letter is a follow-up to Julie
Rogers’ column on the state of apathy that surges through this campus.
When I first began college in the
"Big City.- (even though it was
only half built.) I was anticipating
not only getting an education but
also being swept up in some of the
issues of the day, you know, world
issues, like Berkeley does. Imagine
my surprise when nothing emerged
from any of the earth shaking events.
The USSR continues to spread it’s
influence, nuclear arms and the
threat of Star Wars looms above us.
and lately troops being sent to Nounduras have failed to inspire any real
interest.
But is SJSU truely the "Double Apathy Ranch" that Ms. Rogers refers to? Didn’t the ROTC complain
endlessly when someone had a non original objection against them?
Isn’t this the historical spot that had
the great fraternity wars of ’87,
where many a Daily editor had his
mailbox flowing to dangerous proportions with hate mail? And what
about Spartan Village? Now at least
there was something to talk about.
What of the great race riot
inspired by Henry Orbach, head of
garages. There was no apathy
amongst the teeming hord of protestors that stormed Tower Hall. Too
had there are only 15 of them. Perhaps we cold recycle the money al kited for riot gear into lessening the
deficit of the Rec Center, which of
course is much more meaningful

than the either one, you know, the
National one?
What’s more frightening is that
someday these people will graduate,
go on to their respected professions
and not really give a damn about
anything other than making six figures. There’s always an easy excuse,
a reason to turn a cheek. "I didn’t
have the time to get involved",
that’s their motto.
Stop bickering about cheerleaders
cheering too loud and why Dave
Lanson hates Chevy Chevettes.
Look around, there’s only one Earth.
You may not care if there’s anything
left for future generations, but some
of us do. Make a difference. Believe
in something and stand up for it no
matter what the odds. In a hundred
years she ROTC will still be yelling,
Spartan Village will probably still be
fighting for their homes, whether
they’re standing or not, downtown
construction will be near completion
and Dave Lanson Jr. will be sitting
in a well worn chair thinking of who
he can piss off, as is the tradition
NN iIlium J. Caparella
Junior
RINI;

Column was insightful
Editor.
I am writing in response to Julie
Rogers’ April 6th article. I commend
Ms. Rogers for her insightful view
on the rampant apathy found at
SJSU.
Many of my fellow students believe that outright protest doesn’t
solve anything. On the contrary, student demonstrations in the Vietnam era played a large part in our history
by severing, as the Jan. I I th issue of
Time phrased it, our past from our
future.
Students cannot deny that without
protests which questioned authority
we would not have the freedoms we
value today. The right of women and
18 -year-olds tel vote, and the Civil
Rights movement are all examples of
what can be achieved by those who
work together for positive change.
I only hope the students of SJSU
never loose (if we have not lost it already) the idealism and passion for
change that the counter culture advocated only to become slothful and
stagnant in our convictions. There’s
no question that we must take on the
world’s problems as our own, if for
no either reason than the fact that we
live in an age when the destruction
of our planet is no longer a science
fiction fantasy.
Martin Luther King Jr. dared us to
dream. John Lennon asked us to
imagine, and Timothy Leary told us
to tune in. Like them it’s time we
looked past ourselves.
Ilona hy .Ahreu
Freshman
Journalism

Don’t insult us

Editor,
Some words to Julie Rogers regarding her latest "Rendering:"
It is worthy and commendable to
take up arms against apathy. Insulting the entire student body, however, is a pretty crass way to do it.
Are you calling us idiots simply because some of us disliked your last
column? You have some valid
points; hut your childish spitefullness and general contempt would
repulse the most culpable of milquetoasts.
Persuade. Inspire. If you must insult, at least he subtle about it.
In the meantime, get off your high
horse.
Amanda J. Sanow
Junior
Illustration

the Democratic party and its cast 1)1
With
candidates in apparent disarray. it seems
the inevitable will srike this country and
,.. e are all going to get stuck with a man as president
to whom "wimp" is more than a four-letter word.
its his complete personality description.
Not since Walter Mondale has a being so devoid of personality, charisma. intregrity and honesty been nominated for the presidency. And now
that Jesse Jackson has thrown a monkey wrench
into the Democratic party machine, a Republican
victory in November is all but assured.
The Democrats started out with an above -average crop of candidates. The only problem was and
continues to be the lack of an apparent front-runner.
Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis has slowly
emerged as the closest thing to a top choice the field
has. And Jackson. although no party officials have
been willing to say so for the record, is not electable.
Jackson’s unelectability has nothing to do with
his stands on the issues, although they may be a
little too left of center for the average Mr. and Mrs.
American voter out there. No, what no one has
been willing to address is that The United States of
America continues to be a bitterly racist society that
would sooner elect a gum-flapping decrepit white
male ideologue with about as much gray matter
working as he has naturally black hair left than a
woman or minority with good ideas and an abundance of leadership potential.
It’s absurd to assume otherwise. Can anyone
actually say that Jackson has a snowball’s chance in
hell of carrying the area of the c, *ry south of the
Mason-Dixon line where men at.. Alen and sheep
are nervous. You know, the deep south, the part we
should have let secede from the Union 125 years
ago.
Compare that with the largely pure -white suburbs nationwide, where the average John White bread and his wife Marge Mayonnaise rarely bump
into anyone at the country club who has even met a
non-white person.
no matter what Jackson says, no matter what
So
he does, no matter how many sound, morally
courageous stands he takes on issues, a largly
uninformed voting public will still opt for someone
safe, someone with the backbone of a jellyfish.
Someone like George Bush.
A president Bush administration would be like a
cross between those of Jerry Ford and Ronald Reagan. Whereas Ron created his own issues during his
own terms in the Oval Office, such as Contra Aid,
deficit-reduction and aid to the homeless. Bush can
sit back like Ford and sort of steer the country without much incident. Therefore, not running into a
wall or total economic collapse is tantamount
to a brilliant success_
The one final chance for a non -wimp administration fell by the wayside this past week when NON
York Gov. Mario Cuomo ruled out any possibility
of his accepting a draft at this summer’s Democratic convention. Cuomo, the one Democrat with
the strongest chance of capturing the.White House.
has the public and party support. strong stands on
the issues and the charisma and leadership necessary to take this country out of the hysteria of
greed and jingoism it’s become enveloped in since
1981.
But alas. no Mario. In Dukakis we have a
somewhat acceptable clone who could, if given a
full push by his party, topple an overconfident Bush
in November. What simply has to be accomplished
now is that the Democrats have to get their act
togther before the convention. If Jackson is to be
the nominee, then the party should go forward in
making what would turn out to be a purely symbolic effort in the election. Not only are the chances
high that Jackson would lose, but the party could
also lose control of both the House and Senate.
But not all would be lost. The Democrats would
prove that they are not afraid to nominate a black
man for the highest office in the land. Just as they
proved in 1984 that they weren’t afraid to place a
woman on the ticket.
But such worthy claims do little to push a party’s agenda into law or fulfill policy goals with a
hostile president and a Congress controlled by the
other party.
The real powerbroker in this campaign has to be
Jackson. He’s proved he has strong enough public
support at least among registered Democrats
to be a crucial factor in the nominating process.
Party officials will have td convince Jackson that as
the nominee he vrould he leading the party into its
fourth loss in the last five presidential elections.
Regardless of that happens in the few remaining primaries and caucuses, neither Dukakis nor
Jackson will be far enough in front at least in the
pure delegate count to win on the first ballot at the
convention. There will, of course, be some back room dealing and that is where the November election will be won or lost.
Jackson’s candidacy and success should be celebrated. But the point is should we be proud of the
unprecedented nomination of a black to be president even if as the same time we condemn the
White House to Republican residents for the next
four to eight years?
It’s a tough choice one that the Democrats
avreentgiooinog to consider very carefully before the con Dave I.anson is the Forum Page editor. Publiminal Messages appears every Tuesday or
whenever other editors don’t get around to turning in their columns.
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The Spartan Daily wants your comments, criticisms and suggestions, in the
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the second floor of Dwight Bente! Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.
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Men’s golf team finishes 12th
By Kathy White
Daily staff writer
After having top-10 finishes in its
last two tournaments, the SJSU
men’s golf team finished 12th last
weekend in the Stanford Intercollegiate Tournament, leaving Coach
Dick Schwendinger shaking his
head.
"We just didn’t do so goi.xl." said
Schwendinger. "It wasn’t one of our
best efforts. I’m not really sure what
happened, but these things can happen during a season and a coach
doesn’t always know what the problem is."

SPORTS
The tournament, which included
18 teams from across the country,
was not the best showing for SJSU’s
top-two golfers. Mike Foster and
Mark Singer.
Foster shot a 227 (79-71-77) and
Singer a 228 (75-75-78), but neither
score placed them in the top 20 for
the tournament.
The team shot an 1,141 for its finish. First -place University of An -

zone shot a 1,080 followed by
UCLA with a 1,097 effort and
Washington with an 1.101 card.
"We’ve been going pretty good,"
Schwendinger said. "Then we have
this type of disappointment and we
have to adjust. This is a great big letdown but I know we can bounce
hack."
Kevin Leach of Arizona finished
first with a 206 individual score (6964-73).
Other SJSU finishers included
Dana letter with a 228 (77-77-74),
Barry Evans at 230 (78-78-74), and
Tad McCormick with a 230 (79-7675). Drew Ham was disqualified in

the last round for not marking his
card correctly after losing a hall.
"This is the pin -in -the -balloon
routine where we have to take a blow
to the ego," Schwendinger said.
"We are just having a little letdown, a lapse in the season and
we’re going to have to just bounce
back."
The team’s next tournament is at
Arizona State April 21 where the
Spartans will have a chance to
bounce back.
"That’s a big tournament,’
Schwendinger said. ’We’re going to
try to re -group there and have a good
1showing."

Bulldogs sweep series with Spartans
8) Sean Nlontgontery
Daily staff writer
The Spartans’ men’s baseball
team dropped three in a now to third
ranked Fresno State over the weekend.
SJSU’s losses over the weekend at
Fresno’s Bieden Field bring the
Spartans’ record to 23-22 (2-7 in
PCA A play).
The Bulldogs are now 37-6 and
9-0 in conference play.
In Friday night’s game, a 17-3 defeat, losing pitcher Dan Archibald
gave up 12 hits and eight runs (seven
earned) in three innings of work.
Archibald was relieved by Jim
Bowles, who pitched one inning before turning the mound over to Jeff
Knopf, who pitched three innings.
Larry Martinez finished the game,
pitching the eighth inning. SJSU
pitchers allowed 22 Fresno State
hits, the most ever given up by the
Spartans.
SJSU got its runs in Friday’s game
when Andy Coen led off the first inning with a double to left field on the
first pitch of the ball game. Todd
Eagen followed with a single, driving in Coan for an early 1-0 lead.
Eric Nelson then singled to center
field with Eagen holding at second.
Eagen advanced to third on a Fer-

Baseball

1Rea’s) was the best
performance any
pitcher has thrown
against us this year.’

nando Viera ground out. John Raitazzi hit a sacrifice By. scoring
Eagen.
The Spartans got another of their
runs in the fifth when a Brad Mornhinweg single was followed by anBob Bennett,
other single from Coan. Momhinweg scored SJSU’s final run on
Fresno State
another Eagen single.
baseball coach
Fresno State’s John Salles, a junior right-hander, got the win going
the distance and improving his reBulldogs’ first baseman Lance
cord to 12-1. Salles, who is the na- Shebelut had two solo homers after
tion’s leader in strikeouts with 112. going hitless in his first three at hats.
struck out 10 Spartans and walked Shebelut is the nation’s leader in
none.
home runs with 21. The second of
The Bulldogs were led at the plate his two blasts went over the
by designated hitter Eddie Busta- scoreboard and was estimated at a
mante who went 4 for 6. Second distance of 450 feet.
baseman Steve Pearse also went
The Spartans only run came in the
4 for 6. Catcher Brandon Mitchell second inning when Rattazzi singled
contributed with a three -run homer to right, and advanced to third when
in the seventh.
Schullstrom committed a throwing
"They’re a dangerous team," error trying to pick off Rattazzi at
SJSU coach Sam Piraro said.
first. Greg Banda then singled to left
In Saturday night’s contest. Fres- scoring Rattazzi.
no’s Erik Schullstrom (10-0) went
Clyde Samuel took the loss. Samthe distance in a 10-1 Bulldog win. uel gave up 10 hits and nine runs,
Schullstrom struck out a career-high but the major damage didn’t come
15 and walked only two.
until the seventh inning when the

SJSU assistant football coach
leaves for Western Oregon St.
SJSU defensive line coach John
Vogt was appointed to the head
coaching job at Western Oregon
State, announced Wolves’ athletic
director Jack Rye on Friday.
Vogt will be replacing Duke Iverson, who coached Western Oregon
State to a 5-4 record in 1987. Iverson
took the head coaching job at Western State College in Colorado.
Vogt joined the Spartan coaching
staff in July 1986 and became an intricate part of two successful Pacific
Coast Athletic Association championships.
Before coming to SJSU, Vogt was
the defensive line coach at the University of Wyoming for three seasons. Vogt was the inside linebacker’s coach at Southwest Texas
University in 1983. Vogt also served
four years as the defensive coordinator at the University of Colorado
from 1979 through 1982.

John Vogt
. headed JOr Western Oregon

UCSB assistant football coach
killed in weekend car accident
Dick Mc- into a guard rail and became airborne
BUELL:TON (API
Bride, an assistant football coach at before hitting an embankment, the
UC Santa Barbara the last two years. CHP said, adding that McBride was
was killed in a one -vehicle accident pronounced dead at the scene.
McBride. who coached the offenlate Saturday night. the California
sive backs at UCSB, survived the
Highway Patrol said. He was 47.
According to the California High- well -publicized crash of the Cal
way Patrol. McBride was traveling Poly -San Luis Obispo football team
north on U.S. 101 at a speed of be- at Bowling Green. Ohio on Oct. 29.
tween 80 and 90 miles-per-hour and 1960. Sixteen of his teammates were
killed in that accident.
failed to negotiate a curve,
UCSB had an 8-2 record last fall.
The truck he was driving slammed
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Vogt began his career as a graduate assistant at the University of
Colorado ,Vogt then had a prep stint
as an asekiiif coach at Smokey Hill
High Schobl in Denver as well as
Fairview High School in Boulder.
As a player in college, yogi
played quarterback as a freshman at
University of Colorado in 1968 before transferring to Northern Colorado to play inside linebacker.
Currently, there has been no announcement of his replacement. Neither SJSU Athletics Director Rand)
Hoffman nor Head Football Coach
Claude Gilbert were available for
comment.
Western Oregon State is a member of the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA
which encompasses the following
schools: Central Washington. West
em Washington. Puget Sound, Wit worth, Oregon Tech, Simon Fraser.
Eastern Oregon. and Southern OreJennifer Truman
gon.

Copies

Bulldogs scored five runs.
In the third game, Fresno’s Rich
Crane went the distance for a 7-1
victory. Crane. a sophomore lefthander, struck out eight and surrendered eight hits and one earned run.
The Spartans scored their single
run in the fourth. Viera walked and
went to second on a single by Banda.
John Bracken followed with a single
to right, driving in Viera and tying
the game at 1-1.
Donnie Rea (3-2) went the distance for the Spartans, giving up 14
hits and striking out two.
"(Rea’s) was the hest performance any pitcher has thrown
against us this year," Fresno State
coach Bob Bennett said.
"It’s a well -deserved comment,"
Piraro said. "He stayed in there and
battled the whole way."
Coach Piraro’s crew will host
Santa Clara at Municipal Stadium to
night at 7. The Spartans travel to
Berkeley Wednesday to take on the
Cal Bears. Game time is set for 2:30
P. In
NOTF.S: The Spanans turned live doubt, was also the mosi double plays ihai the Hull
dogs have hit

PCAA with
12.1111t’S

into

a record

The Bulldogs lead

.1 111,

Korle Comiskey
Human Resources Dept. 2519
Genentech, Inc.
460 Point San Bruno Blvd
South San Francisco, CA
An equal opportunity employer.

GENENTECH, INC.
1

STATE SPECIALS
SAN JOSE
local service while you’re at school."
"Friendly

r$

OFF
OIL CHANGE
SERVICE

BRAKE
INSPECTION

*1895

’Brake Inspection is FREE on most
cars with purchase of Oil Change
service Without Oil Change service
brake inspection is 67*, Reg 1195’
Exp

5/31,88

L

11,00 010 011
install Ness 0,1 Fate, RNLI’
Chassis Lubrication
Install Up to 5 Ots
Multigrade Oualrer
Sr.,. O,i
Nog ll22"
Elm 5/3l/Oej
Check All Fluid Levels

TUNE-UP
$3995.
ONLY

Reg

OFF
valor) at participating centers
with coupon Idol vabd %rah
other lurssup otters Pricri is tor
ON 11
cost cars Soma

4. 6. 8 cyl

$479,

’Standard lonit,on $5 rxtra

6 MONTH 6000 MILE WRITTEN
GUARANTEE LABOR & PARTS

ACCUTUNE
& BRAKE

298-7722

SJSU vs. Santa Clara
April 12, 7:00 p.m.
Muni Stadium
[-.OFTBALL
SJSU vs:
-San Diego State - Apr. 14, 6 pm
-Cal Poly- Pomona - Apr. 16, 1 pm
_ at PAL Stadium

924-FANS

Ad is compliments of SJSU Associated Students
Genentech. Inc., a leader In tho
field of biotechnology, Is hiring
Manufacturing Technical
Operators for Fermentation and
Product Recovery.
Successful candidates will have
2-4 years of undergraduate
education, demonstrate a mechanical aptIbrde and be able to
follow detailed written Instructions.
A strong desire to work and the
ability to perform repetitive procedures both efficiently and
accurately are also required.
The production of large-scale
suspended cell cultures Involves
the following: media and butler
preparation; cleaning and
sterilizing of equipment; operation
of fermenters, filtration systems
and purification columns. All
operations are to be performed
per S.O.P. while following GMP
and company safety guidelines.
Shiftwork is required; graveyard
positions predominantly available
Genentech offers an excellent
salary and benefits package and
believes strongly in providing
opportunities for personal growth
and advancement. Please send
resume to:

kinkoss

WHEEL-1

BASEBALL

TICKET INFO:

94080

rFREE*

Ow

of Sal and have won

frptifemb

MANUFACTURING

St
310 Third St 295-4336
481 E San Carton St 295 5 5 1

If

plays in Sunday’s game. an SIM’ record

Ron Green -- Dad,/ ,1,111p,otorfrapher

SJSU golfer Mike Foster lines up a putt at Stanford

OPEN 7:30 A.M.
MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY
510 E

SANTA CLARA

AT 11th STREET

RACIF1C
LSIANAS

WANT A
FUN JOB ON
A TROPICAL
ISLAND?
Can you play volleyball? Tennis? Windsurf?
Dance? Sing? Play a guitar or other musical
instrument? Are you interested in an opportunity to learn Japanese? Or are you
just a great personality who can entertain
others into having the time of their lives?
If you can do one or more of these activities, we have the job for you.

PACIFIC
ISLANDS CLUB...

...is a beach resort in Micronesia that
caters to guests whcrwant to be entertained, play water sports and tennis, sun, fun
and even hang-glide!-We have openings
for...

RECREATION
COORDINATORS
& ENTERTAINERS
Persons to organize and instruct %Amer and
beach sports, direct games, arts & crafts,
and to perform in matinees, dinner shows
and pool-side skits. Applicants should be
high energy, extroverted outdoor types with
recreation, sports or theatrical experience.
Japanese language not essential but preferred. Willingness to learn Japanese is necessary. We provide housing, meals and other
fringe benefits including round trip airfare.
For more information, contact Debra A.
Sampson Boogaard at Career Planning
and Placement for an appointment to meet
with us on April 18.
Pacific Islands Club is an Equal Opportunity
Employer and all U.S. laws apply. Proof of eligibility
to work in the U.S. is required.
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Gwenevere, a red-tailed hawk, is about to fly from trainer Joe KrathenwohEs grasp

Birds, birds, birds
Student, employees maintain
special working relationship

A Zanker Elementary School student oilers his lunch money to Kitten (luring a show

Ii

bum% oh1 holds Sam. %% tin is plaing (lead for a group or elementar school students

They are his family more children than The Brady Bunch, more
affection than The Love Boat. But
this family is different. They wear
feathers.
At age 22. Joe Krathenwohl
the family father is the youngest
independent bird trainer in the
United States. He has enjoyed
growing success and recognition in
his field. He attributes it to the love
he has for his birds.
Krathenwohl considers his show
more successful than other animal
performances because "the birds
are my family," he said.
"What makes me better is the
60-70 hours a week I spend working."
He has been interviewed by area
newspapers and numerous other papers across the country where he
has performed. He has frequent
television appearances: his next
being on Channel 5’s.!;41ac and,
Mutley" in the fall.
His hawk. Gwenevere. can be
seen regularly on Channel 20’s promotional station identifications.
"I caught on like a disease." he
said. Earning $3.(X0() a week when
he’s working. Krathenwohl is already booked for the summer performing at county fairs, private parties and conventions.
,
The animal trainer says he loves
his life. His birds love him. They.
kiss and coo to each other in a show
of affection.
"What I like about my birds is
that they Are honest." Krathenwohl
said, "It more people were honest.
true to lite
. there would be less
tension."
Krathenwohl has 22 working
birds and 12 doves. His birds are

able to perform many "beha tor s.
He has a parrot that rides a bicycle. His hawk flies to his command.
His double yellow -headed Amaton,
Chester, can hold a conversation.
’’Hello.’’ Krathenwohl says.
"Hello:’ Chester replies.
"What’s your name?"
"Chester."
"Talk like a valley girl"
"Oh my God." Chester say s.
"Would you like some food?’
Chester nods his head "yes."
And on and on it goes. Each bird
has his or her own range of + ocahulary, but they all laugh. To walk
into the bird room is like walking
into a carnival fun house, Ii rollicks
with laughter.
Krathenwohl works with the
birds from l(:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
every day. Then the psychology
major attends night classes at SJSU.
But his interest in school is not
merely intellectual. "Basically, I’m
in school to meet people and date.’’
He started out in a pre -veterinarian program hut found it conflicted
with the training theories he used
with his birds.
"(Training) is natural habitat
versus behavioral modification by
humans," Krathenwohl said.
He also said he didn’t like the
pre -veterinarian program because
"you tend to not he able to spend
time with the animals. Training requires a lot of time."
He says he prefers to spend time
with his birds and they’re happier
because of it.
"No bird is in the show that
doesn’t want to he there," Krathenwohl said. "I think the birds are
more intelligent than people give
them credit for. 1 thmt s,,,,,

:ills begin to enter the operational
stage of development tor humans.’
Krathenwohl has very definite
goals for the next five years.
"1 warn to get married. I want to
have three or more shows performing. simultaneously at different
parks,’ ’ h,e said.
Krathenw 1411 said he tries to consey the message to accompany his
shims of "say ing birds they
won’t alway s he available.** He
sees a future where ihe demand will
outstrip the supply..
’’Shows like mine will he more
appreciated then.’’ he said.
"The number of birds available
fiii imports is steadily. decreasing.
Parrots all’
fashion item and demand will always he higher than
supply." Krathenwohl added.
Ultimately . Krathenwohl said he
would like to build a wind machine
that will enable the birds to fly
against the wind through a translucent tube. "Then people can see
w hat it looks like when a bird
Krathenwohl said.

k rat hem% ohl shares an affectionate moment with Sweetie, his cockatoo

Text
by
Dani Parkin

Photos
by
Kendra Luck

The "Bird
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%sails to be loaded %%int

Kratheow ohl’s line real licruil
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SpartaGuide is a day calendar
for SJSU student, faculty and staff
organizations. Items may be sub
milted on forms in the Daily office,
Dwight Bentel Hall Room 208, but
not be accepted over the phone.
The deadline for the next day’s
paper is noon.
IODAY
Asian- adinerican Spring Festival:
8-10:9) p.111.. S.C. Umunhum
Room. For information call 9245750.
Career Planning and Placement
Center: Careers in the Aviator Industry. 4:30-6:30 p.m. For information call 924-6010.
Social Dance Club: Dance practice.
5-7 p.m. S.U. Guadalupe Room.
For information call 279-9680.
Third’World Alliance: Program. 710:30 p.m. S.U. Costanon Room.
For information call 298-2531.
Chemistry: Seminar featuring Dr.
Garman Marbettle. 4:30 and 8:30
p.m. For information call 924-5000.
Career Planning and Placement:
Summer Job Hunting Techniques.
12:30 p.m. S.U. Guadalupe Room.
For information call 924-6033.
Career Planning and Placement:
Resume writing workshop. 1 to 3
p.m. S.U. Loma Prim Room. For
information call 924-6033.
Career Planning and Placement:
Careers that Speak in Foreign Languages. 2 pin. S.U. Almaden
Room. For information call 9246033.
Christian Students Fellowship:
Discussion Meeting. 11:30 a.m.1:30 p.m. S.U. Almaden Room. For

information call 268-1411.
SJSU Film and Video Society:
Weekly Society meetings. 3:30 p.m.
Hugh Gillis Hall Room 122. For information call 924-4571.
MEChA: General Meeting. 5:30
p.m. Chicano Resourse Center.
Wahlquist Library North Room 307.
For information call 298-2531.
Christian Science Organization:
Testimony meeting. 3:30 p. m . S. U .
Pacheco Room. For information call
245-2389.
Asian-American Spring Festival:
Animation film. 8 to 10:30 p.m.
S.C. Umunhum Room. For information call 924-5750.
AD Club: Meeting. 7:30 p.m. S.C.
Loma Prieta Room. For information
call 924-3270.

15

NEED

MEDICAL INSURANCE" We
have plans with quality coverage
at affordable prices Call Merk Ellice. Washington National Insurance (408)943.9190 for a no obligation quote

Isaac Newt

PRIVATE ADOPTION. where to begin"
Information for couples and tin
glee wishing to adopt Pregnant
mothers -you

have

choice

Please call (408) 338-9253
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Save your Meth, eyes
and money too For information
and brochure see A S office or
11

call (4013)371-6811
WE DON T HAVE THE ANSWERS, but
that OK We are
church cornmunity that values the Individual

0

search for one own truth
The
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of
San Jose offers creative services.
stimulating discussion
oppor.
tunnies for social action We are
located at 160 N 3r0 SI Join us
Sundays el 11 00 or call 292.3858

AUTOMOTIVE
’83 DODGE OMNI. 4spd. 4dr

clean
exclnl cond. low 600 miles. orig
45 35
MPG
hwy city
owner.
am fro case Stereo, great buy
02.000 Call 226-0171

76 CHEVY NOVA" Good condition
S1200 or best offer Call 732-6438
76 VW RABBIT tor sale Engine good.
asking $850 bo Call 279-2152.
must sell.

COMPUTERS
sories Located at 2515 S King
Road Call 238-1038 Special 6%
off for SJSU with ID
HP150

touch
drives
PC w 2-39
.r.n MS DOS. Lotus & many
more $600 ho 279.09021v nig

FOR SALE
PINK FLOYD TICKETS.’

1

pew for

April 22. 1988 Call Brian at 297-

GRAPHIC ARTISTS NEEDED for freelance work Must have some ex
parlance with design, layout.
paste-up, etc Cell Linda at 111346235
HIRING" Government lobs, your area
Many
immediate
openings.
$15.000468.000
8886 eat 4250

Call

(6021838.

a .

LIFEGUARDS Seasonal & year round
positions available now Salary
Lifeguards, IS 50-16 40 In Pool
Call
67 00-S8 6Ci hr
managers
942-2470
LOOKING FOR LUNCH WAITRESS.
Nobu Japanese Restaurant 4th
& Jackson Call 287.5944
MODEL SEARCH’ All ages, high fashion TV commercial print work
start w L’Agence call 374-6090
PARTTIME

CHILDCARE POSITIONS
available immediately $5-$8 hr
Nonhern California Nannies 14151
949-2933

events, labor

Black Americans.
Asian -Americans.

Chicanos,
women.
Marxism

Written by
13150m. Chicanos. Asians labor
activists. Marxists We also have.
in English. Soviet texts in the social .lences You wont find our
book
posters and records in
other stores in the valley In addition we have fiction and chit.
dron’s books Located at 950 5
First St . San Jo. (3 bike south of
2801Call 294-2930 for hours

HELP WANTED
OPPORTUNITY with 3rd
largest Insurance company We
need reliable stable people interested in owning their own.busi-

CAREER

nese We provide sales af man apemen! training & guaranteed
income when qualified Call David
lecher or Dick Adams at 3714683
Learn to
CHANGE YOUR STYLE
speak in way that helps you to
achieve your goals Earn $ el the
same time Evening and weekend
houra You sign up for Olin fitting your time Call 924-1129
OFFICE CLERK NEEDED for nights
and weekends Flexible hours
For more into call Russell Furniture at 435-1344, ask for Janet
USSFOODSERVERS. COOKS HOST
ESS, CASHIERS, and busboys
is
always
Marie
Cottons..
enthusioslIc
workers to loin our teem Apply at
2831 Meridian Ave or call 7136
looking

for

new

7130 for (appointment
PE RSONNEI
Catering by Coast Is
PT employee w flex
schedule Exp preferred but not
requirzq Pi.. call 887-2700
SERVICE

wanted.
sooting

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOI
ARS. Intl busi.s. and inv.
tors seek foreign nationals with
first hand knowledge of en
nornk business scientific, and
political conditions in home coon
try for consulting assistance For
into, send resume to RCS Intl.
700 St Mary. PI . Suite 1400, San
Antonio, Ty 18205 or cell (800)
828-2828. For 856

day through Friday
TRAINING SPECIALIST

CXrecl care

staff needed for residential facilities for adolescent, and young
adults with autism & related disa.
billties FT PT positions available
mornings. Sr.
early weekday
lemony., weebends. 6 overnight
shifts 06-6725 hr Call for applications & information 374-6224
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
lull time openings for automated
VAC ECIPMT OPRS on swing
shift greveyerd I weekend shill
IF S.S.M) 9AM to 7 30 PM) Physelectronic

or

rnechanIcal

445
WEEK ENDS44 hr to start Outdoor
sales Lawn aeration and fertilization service Start this Saturday
Call Green Thumb Lawn ServiceSunnyvale at 732-4443

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE? BEDROOM 1 BATH"
Carport, walk to campus no pets
5595mo Call 224-3939 286-8840
Licensed agent
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. I bedroom. I
bath, off slr.1 parking. 1475 Call
224.3939 286-8840,

PART-TIME, FULL TIME JOBS imitable’ Never fee Cell BEST Temporary Services. 964.1340 for details
secretaries,
Typists
laborers,
file
receptionists.

PERM PART TIME. $S 15 hr S C SVL
31 32 hrs SuroThurs aft GPM
Call Yr.. Pauline 263-5911

licensed

GREAT DEAL. 1 rof for rent w garage,
4 bdrm house w many stras. great
ar.. 8 mi frit SJS. 6250

I4 Luis
Call Bill Rob Jon at 270-4016
NEW CONDO TO SHARE
2 Bdrm 2
bath, close to San Jo. State Fe
male. $375 mu
halt utilities
Call 259-9071 after 6 PM
PRIVATE Elkt. kltchn ply

RED EYE Is looking for assistant managers full time & part time in our
local stores Well work around

2 BDRM apt

SALES PT FT financial services Ey
cellent opportunity Send resume
to PO Box 53347. S J 95153
SECURITY

OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS" FT PT ...corny officers- all shill. FT PT averting
process servers We will train
Apply In person Moo
-Fri 9AM.
4PM 280 Meridian Ave

S J 286-

5810

1 2 bik tm

SJSU Prefer .rlous MALE egg,
non stein 6225 ’no 297-7679
tor rent nr

campu

S550 mo
security deposit Car
port, walk to campus. 279-8075
$2000 GETS YOU from that no gain
rent & into your own mob.*
home Ernie 371,1664 249-5100

PERSONALS
ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC..
UNWANTED HAIR removed forever
Conridential
335 S
Baywood
Ave San Jose. call 247-7486 for
appointment
FREE CAMERA with purchase of Jostens Class Ring’ April
18th
through
22nd
et
SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE

SECURITY RECEPTION all shifts fl pt
1.5.66 hr to start Full benefits, no
experience needed Apply VANGUARD

SECURITY 3212 Scoff
Blvd between Okoff S San Tomas Santa Clara Call 727-9793
SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK openInt at Varian image Tube Division
Requires 2 yrs experience In

SERVICES
MATH-PHONE

Math
problems
solved. tutoring by phone al any
level Sessions I 4 to 1 hour Call
(415)7968497

ship too or ego’s, plus
ability to lift SO Ws font MI cent cats and Coilfornia drivers 6
can. Must be U S cillzen Cell
415-493-IWO. eel 445

years old. pl.. call Palmer College of Chiropractic -West at 14081

SUMMER
JOBS
START
NOW’
Looking for
work experience
that 0111 40 more than lust pay SS"
Lawn business skills while work.
log evenings and or weekends
call MITCH 924.1129 1-9 PM
TEACHERS PRESCHOOL’ Extended
day 12-6 PM daily Must have ECE
Call
units
good pay benefits
TODAY 723-9380
TEL EMARKETING. Appointment salting Part lime. 6200 WK POSSIBLE. DAILY CASH Walking die
’once from campus Afternoon &
evening shifts available Good
voice & personality Cali Jerry at
998-4528
TELEMARKET,

CANVASS,
CONCERTS. FUN’ Work for Thomas
Jefferson Up to 020 hr. eftrn
eves Downt SJ great cause’ Call
Ray at 047-7778 Help make his.
Ion,

FOR
TELEMARKETING
part -tint.
BROKER,

STOCK-

evenings.
ssiery plus bonus Call

6750 hr
Marty Diamond, Shearson Lehman Hutton at 941 2256

THEATRE ATTENDANT needed Flexible hours. FREE movies Week
day afternoon. & ayes Century
25th, 1604 Saratoga A.
Se"
Jo.
TIE UP THOSE loose ends’ Earn

111ra

$S a. Inventory counters k ot poll

\

. -.
..//

(

I CAmE 10"

(-GQat-j1 NEVER
TO BEE
EXPEO
YOU , SO \s/H.6T
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GREAT’ I
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Michael Sherman

fif.R15 WREIC

TtR50r4ATfLY , Cot
DAMES ARE HERE
pRa4rE7C NEEDED
awe AT 7F115
CRVIAL 11/4E.

13003,
111E
1ita1DECK CIRCa.
INCN MIER
1. stiRDENEP
vIrTH
POTENTIAL
AIME.

get and deluxe packages trom
6299 You kw the negatives Call
Cherie at 274-8099
PROFESSIONAL

DISC JOCKEY by
CM.. Michel, formerly of KSJS
You’ve got the party, we’re got
the music’ Michel Productions
provides wide variety of music
Ion your wedding. party or dance
at reasonable rates Call Des..

move your unwanted hair (chin
bikini tummy, moustache, etc)
15% discount to students and Mc
fifty Call before May 31 1988 and
gel your first own at 1 2 price
Unwanted Hair Disappears With
My Caro Gwen Cheigren R E
559-3500, 1645 S Bascom eC
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow’
Professions!

HAIR

the only penmen.’
Ask about the special
discount for Spring Compliesan
tory consolation by eppointmen1
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Acedernic thesis
assitance
Ghostwriting All subjects Oust Iliad writers Resumes Rewriting Catalog Berkeley (415) 6415038
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Laugh Lines

WEDDING

PHOTOGRAPHED
by s professional high quality
budget price, Use information
Call 371-7887 ask for SJSU discount
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Trust TONY. 2962087 Thanks
It 50 per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar -

A Al SECRETARY, with computer
Close to school Available night
and day Rush lobs are my speciality
Call Pain al (408) 225-

ID Access Data -281-4982 ask for
Tore.

5025 225-9009
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ABSOLUTELY

ACCURATE ACCOMPLISHED Typist Specializing in
ell academic typing. including
APA formal. term papers theses

TYPING SERVICE Reasonable
rates Free disk storage tree pick.
up & delivery 270-8936

- Jane 251-

work guaranteed Cas.ffe nenscription
available
Almaden Branham ores 7 days week Call

ABSTRACT WE RE NOT.leter quality
accuracy guaranteed Academic
typing our speciality Free prof,

week

Inuirence

name.. Spanish & Chin.*
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?Tom your disk Special discount
for faculty and students Call
PrInly

WORDWORKS al
253-WORD or 253-WORK

rience Call Chrystid at 923-8461

ENTERPRISE

APA FORMAT term paper thesis Yr.

Thesis specialists Also term pa-

of reports theses. etc Laser
printer Affordable accurate dependable Only 12 minutes Irorn

protects

campus Pickup available Sally at
251-4665

welcome
On campus
(4081

NEED HELP", Call SOS"Emory
enc.. professional typing sermon tor term papers group pro-

274-

tects, and mi. reports Resumes
and cover loners Free ’poling
Letter quality printers
check
Competitive mi. 735-8845 (Sue)

processing neltd Term papers,
reports, resumes letters. group
protects minuets, theses. etc All
academic formats & APA Free

St2 50 hr Reg $18 CIO hr Hours
8 30-5 PM (afternoon hours by
appointment) Call, An. al 972.

247-2661 15401e Clare) STUDENT
& FACULTY OiSCOutiasi
Reasonable

university Call 292-4047

TYPING"
Cell

Call Eva at 2514285 or 272.5033
Will pick-up and deliver

8282

RATES.’
2465633

TYPING

Term papers themes Re
mimes and rush Jobs are my apemath. Turn your handwritten
draft into polished work Bibliographies. lootnot. snap on my
word processor Special student
rates
Phone
292-0693 (Move
messege)

WORDPROCESSING

REPORTS. letters. return.. manuscripts. legal
Editing avellable Have two de
grafts Reasonable rates Call 5715
1325

WORD
PROCESSING
CAMBRIAN
AREA" 15 yrs piper-Nonce Cheap
end WI’ $129 per page double
spaced Si 75 per page single
space Cell 879-9254

TYPING . WRITING Bay

RESUMES

LASERJET OUTPUT Years ot even.
fence s.rnldg SJSU faculty and

REASONABLE
PATTI at 14061

Santa Clara area

4992
FREE conRESUMES ONLY $25
sultation FREE delivery Call 254

rates

Career

TERM PAPERS BY MAIL," We Lake
your draft. sot & type you party &
get down Laser output & spell
proofed Call Dinah Pubs at 9453941. 977.7999 beeper

PROWORD
CESSING. 12 years secretorml
.perience No 00 too large or
Student
Rate
small
too

FORDABLE RATES. cell PAM at

TYPIST"

All kg areas
Center 243-4070

Sunnyvale

tuation gremniar assistance All
work guaranteed For that prolesalone!. quick I dependable worry
free service at its best with AF-

GOOD

Seminars

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
Professional typing 6 business services Fast reasonable I near the

PROFESSIONAL

disk storage. SPELCHEK. punc-

14081

WORD PROCESSING

LUCID EDITORIAL SERVICE Typrg
Writing assistance. editing typing

academic, business, legal word

manuscripts
reports re
summes term papers theses We
also provide disk Horne ening.
grammar and spell checking.
PS Laser prtnting
or printing

papers welcome Standard A mi
crocessetie transcription
Free
disk storage and generous STUDENT DISCOUNT 17 years expe-

edit di. storage Quick turnaround Santa Clara Call 2465825

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your

ters.

TYPING WORD PROCERESSING Thesis work
specialty Experience counts’ Group

studeots All work guaranteed
Specializing in word perfect and
word Call PJ at 923-2309

Duality guaranteed
pickup delivery Call
3684 (leave message)

254-4504

with papers. reports. these. (as’
peclally scizincetelc at 251-0449

pers, manuscripts screenpieys,
resumes, repetitive killers. Panecription Free SPELCHEK copy

instructor

DO YOURSELF A FAVOR’ Take advantage of our ev penis. Top sec Martel service tor all your WORD
processing needs Graphics let-

ring disk storage
Reasonable
We re fast, dependable grammarise college grads So call us

el service 40 year. exporience
Consult/ions
Confer
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Tuesday at noon on the Music Building steps facing Seventh Street for
the balance of the semester. The
Music Department invites all students to grab a lunch and enjoy the
free concerts.
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SJSU Vovinam Kiel Vo Dao Club:
THURSDAY
Vietnamese Martial Art Session.
5:30-6:45 p.m. SPX 209. For infor- SJSU Vovinam Viet Vu
Dao Club:
mation call 292-4550.
Vietnamese Martial Art Practice
Materials Engineering Depart- Session. 5:30-6:45 pm. SPX 209.
ment: Speaker: Lincoln Bourne of For information call 292-4550.
UC-Berkeley. 2 p.m. Engineering Re-Entry Advisory: Drop-in SupBldg. 327.
port group. 2-3:30 p.m. S.U. Pacheco Room. For information call
924-5930.
Associated Students: Public Hear- Amnesty International: Meeting. 7
ing for 1988-89 budget. 3 p.m. A.S. p.m. Art Building 139. For informaCouncil Chambers. For information tion call 277-8225.

Students showcase their talents on
the steps in front of the Music Building as a part of the noon concert series organized by SJSU’s Music Department.
The concerts take place every

Berke Breathed

ow no( VP -Gar 105

call 924-6240.
Career Planning and Placement:
Co-op Orientation. 1:30 p.m. S.0
Almaden Room. For information
call 924-6033.
Career Planning and Placement:
Investing in a Finance Career: Exercise Your Options. 2:30 p.m. S.0
Umunhum Room. For information
call 924-6033.
Career Planning and Placement:
Interview I. 5:30 p.m. S.C. Costanoan Room. For information call
924-6033.
Re-Entry
Advisory:
Speaker:
"Strategies for Soliciting Classes for
the Fall Semester." 12:30-1:30 p.m.
For information call 924-5930.
Physics Department: Star Gazing.
7:30 p.m. Near Fountain. For information call 924-5210
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Petition: Fee looked at

From page I
going Iii to explain that it people
cannot side or Mite letters, they
can’t pan icipate in democracy .
And Komi is not afraid to name
the cause of this crisis. "Fight years
of this (Republican ) administration.
"In this last eight years we have
seen hungry children reappearing.
the
families taking to the streets .
only loss income housing created in
shelhomeless
is
the rimed States
ters and priS4 ins... koiol said.
"Nothing ot substance is done at
IIIC lederal 1i:set... he added.
.Another issue kozol raised as a
tactor in illiteracy was the tie between school funding and propeny
Lives
"Property tax should go into a
,ommon pool and he distributed
Koiol
equally through the country
said
He explained that the present system in ss Inch more affluent neighhorluitid pour money into better
schools for their children, while pits erty -stricken neighborhoods has C
ICN resouces in their schools for
their children is inherentlyuiulust
"The harsh edge of competition
has to he modd led in .1 Os III/Cd soIs CII the rich
Kit/oh Said
wo n’t enjoy their money . They
lii
in embarrass’
liepoSlii
ire crririr

rout /wee /
lamilies.
Strickland hopes his office will he
able to outline a plan for alternate
housing by early May.
In addition to the ongoing work
with Spartan City, Strickland claims
that the Vasconcellos’ office will
have a response to the parking problem in about two weeks.
"The problem needs quick response. so we’ll he working on it."
he said.
McCarthy feels the meeting accomplished a lot despite the lack of
time available to speak with Vasconcellos.
"We alerted him to the problems
we are facing here." McCarthy
said. "He has a genuine concern
about the students in his district."
During the meeting, McCarthy
called for increased revenue for the

Jonathan Kozo!, author of "Illiterate merica" and
less Families in
"Rachel and Her Children: H
mem and guilt
Students ,ind faculty both responded positively to the speech. At
least 311 people crowded the podium
ahem ard inquiring hos% they could
do more to help the illiteracy pmb-

Ron Green Daily staff photographer
America," speaks to students and faculty at SiSt.
about the problem of Americans who can’t read.

tem.
Scott Gibson. a junior majoring in
engineering, said. "He had a brilhunt answer to my question ton the
unjust property tax structure). I algreat.
ways thought

but 1 nes er heard such an eloquent
1111.0.% er that competition should he
Former student Paul Sonneman.
said. "The message is something
that people need to hear."

Media: Rec history shows suppression of press
F tram page I
the Spartan Duly He turned down
an editorship 10 dit:CIA his position
with the X s I think his knov, ledge
and relationships in the Daily will he
ot smile importance in the nest year.
He is v ery enthusiastic about plans
or the Rec Center
An advertising agency. was also
consulted about Rec Center promotions in September 1’041. before students at large were es er infiirmed of
the project.
On March 22. 1982, two day s before a student election in which .I referendum on the Rec (’enter asked
students if they supported it, Fullerton was quoted in the Daily as
saying she did support it.
I think the campus needs the RCI:
Center. she said. She also said the
protect might he built es ciii I the Ret(enter w.is defeated in the vote.
Ilse days later Fullerton told the
San Jose Mercury News. "I was
hesitant to otter my support ot the
tacilay until the votes were tallied."
Fullerkin could not he reached kir
comment.
In March 1983 Rec Center supporters resumed their efforts to attain
positis e media for the project.
Barrett wrote on a Daily. editorial
critical 01 the Rec Center the t011oss mg note 10 Herman: "I want to discuss with you on sour return. It’s
time to take the offensive.’
The April 5. 1983 minutes of the
Student I mon Board to Directors
subsequently say . "The P.R. campaign v, ith lie Spartan Daily is
,ontinuing
For the nest year’s Rec Center
student cles lion. Jeff Coughlan.
ot St ’HOD. wrote a pro Ri x Center letter to all Student
re% that ss as enclosed
t ’num
i_sith their paschecks

"I strongly recommend a NO vote
on the ’Stop the Rec’ initiative." it
read,
Coughlan also ss rote a letter to all
athletes of StSV in which he reear, ago
minded them.
Coach (Jack I Irlw ay and the football
team came to er Os a group and voted
for the initial Rec Center referendum."
The Oct. lb. 1984 minutes of the
SJSU Athletics Board said. "Board
members discussed various methods
of generating favorable publicity and
support for the Rec Center."
A glossy flier for the 1984 election titled "Rel. Center a new dimension to campus life’ was not
considered campaign material because it did not directly adv Ise students to sole 1,Ir the Rec Center.
The flier did show two pictures tut
Bruce Springsteen. vt ho had recent I
performed in I lak land
The flier ss as part of a S5,000 ’informational campaign’’ compiled hy
Rec Center architects Hall. Goodhue. Haisley and Barker.
For the same campaign RC.: Center supporters purchased a half-page
advertisement in the Daily in the
form of a letter from Peter lichernab. SJSU alumnus and current
t.rommissioner ol
liii ii league

Baseball.
Coughlan presiousiv ,cni Veber
roth a letter on SUB( ID stationery
asking him to write a letter in support of the Rec Center. Attached to
the letter was some suggested wording. which Ueberroth signed and returned.
Coughlan could not he reached for
ciimment.
The day Coughlan sent the letter.
Dan Buerger. esecutise assistant to
Fullerton. also sent Veherroth a letter.
Fullerton "would he grateful for
anything you might he willing to
do:’ the letter read.
The A. S. election code states that
"only students at S.ISI may participate in elections
"We sass that as part of an informational camapign." Buerger said
Mondas That was part of an ongoing el tint iii inform people of the
s alue id the
"
Buerger said that Fullerton has ald!oi been iii ui_ui of the Rec Center. and probably belt it vs is her duty
e en before
to speak in luviti
student elections.
The struggle tor positive publicity
for the Rec Center has continued
since 1984. as problems with the
project have untidded.

AIDS: Crisis on Campus
-Seminar-

Project construction costs have
climhed from $14.2 million originally voted on by students to $22.7
million cited by Connie Sauer. ass.
oale executive vice president ot.
hosiness ;titans, on June 4. 1986.
Cost oserruns have made a posilise image for the Rec Center more
dil I icult. hut administrative efforts
it, control the project’s media have
continued.
.31ter a stor on the Rec Center in
last week’s I >ally. Tom Boothe,
A S director itt California state aftau s. called the paper to warn a reporter that his coverage was angering administration.
Boothe said the administration
wanted to "blast" the Daily Mr its
coverage of the Rec Center’s probl ents;
The administration is going to
try t portray yilu as being manipulalive." he said.

W.ASHINGION I API - heasy
workload has lorced the Interior Department to postpone sesen planned
oftetings ill offshore till and gas
leases in 1959. 1990 and 1991. the
department said today.
Four are in lederal waters off
Xlaska. two off California and 4,I1C
off the mid Atlantic states.

Chairman: American College Health
Association’s Task Force on Aids
Director: Department of Student Health
and Associate Professor of
Internal medicine, University of
Virginia, Charlottesville, VA
Sponsored By:

work is painted "with a broad
brush. which she hopes will be relined hy scholars. The housewife
during the colonial period, she said,
considered her role as apologetic
"because to he a good housewife is
conceived as an end in itself, rather
than as a means to a greater or more
meaningful goal." The author states
in forceful terms that the housewife
perceives her role as purely a private
duly.
But gradually. Matthews said, the
houses), ile became the focus of
moral authority in the society. This
terminated into the age of industrialization which brought a social change
in the life of the American woman.

fri)m page I
the author threw in honor of a fellow
historian in 1978. After dinner the
author and her guests were drawn
into an intellectual discourse centered on Ann Douglas’ The Feminization of American Culture."
Matthews admits she could not
contribute to the conversation, perhaps due to a poverty of ideas, but
resolved to "speak for the housewife" at a later date. This has
brought her "an intellectual capital"
on which she will tap for the rest of
her life, she said.
She states from the onset that her

homes and prisons, Bursk said the
experiences with these people taught
him that "Language is the ultimate
place of comfort’.
Bursk said when he read his
poenis lie sometimes felt the pain all
over again. "But it’s not a had hurt
it’s a human hurt. And that’s better than stiffening."
His most shocking poem "Where
Else Is There To Go?" is about a
child molester he had met while teaching in prison. Although the audience groaned audibly at the end, the
poem created a feeling of empathy.

Poetry
From page I
Bursk’s poems are sotnetimes
words that create empathy for the
underdogs of our society. He said
the need to write from this perspective came from his childhood. He
had been voted "Best Girl" in grade
school and considered an "oddball,’’And his mother had a nervous
breakdown when he was a child.
Teaching

poetry

in

retiregient

You Want The Best
PC Values on Campus?
Z-183 Laptop
20MB Hard
Drive

\ ward winning laptop
PCs now offered at
!rustically reduced
.tices to SJSU students,
.1:11T, and faculty for
limited time only!
;ood through
pril 30, 1988

$1599
*
*
*
*
*

When: Thursday, April 14, 1988, 9:00 A.M.

Speakers: Richard Keeling, M.D.
Editor, Aids on the College Campus
A Specialist Report

"We hope to get Vasconcellos’
office to carry a bill to require a co..
tam n percentage of the fines to be returned hack to the school," McCarthy said.
Vasconcellos was on campus to
speak at a workshop to combat illiteracy.
McCarthy hopes that this first
meeting with Vasconcellos isn’t the
last.
"We appreciate the involvement
and participation greatly and we are
looking forward to continued meeting and correspondence with our assemblyman,’ he said.

Lecture: Book examined

Where: Umunhum Room, Student Union

U.S. postpones
coastal leases

parking proplem by discoing 50 percent of the revenue from fines hack
to the %Omit. Currently the school
parking
patrol
fine’,
generate
$2,000.000 annually with SJSU receiving only SI 56.0tX).

640K RAM
EMS upgrade
rechargable battery
back lit supertwist display
serial parallel ports
20 MB drive

Ask about how you can qualify for easy monthly payments
with a Zenith Data Systems Credit Card!
I rid out about educational discounts on
,ier Zenith Data Systems products:

Jgailltttems

386 Workstations
Flat Screen Monitors
Low Cost PC / XT Compatibles
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San Jose State University
Conference Housing Program

CONFERENCES
WORKSHOPS
SEMINARS

CLINICS
SPORT CAMPS
SUMMER SESSION

